
FEROX
THE FORGOTTEN ARCHIVES
NICOLAS POLLI

Director of EESA Dwight M. Müller established IEMS in 1976 with 
a distinctly civilian (rather than military) orientation, encouraging 
peaceful applications in space science. The different National 
Aeronautics and Space agencies from around the world decided, in 
secret, to forge an international mission in order to create a peace-
ful conquest of the Mars surroundings, shifting from individual and 
separate programs to IEMS in July 29, 1976.
Since that time, most American and European space exploration 
efforts have been led by NASA, including the Apollo moon-landing 
missions, the Skylab space station, and later, the Space Shuttle. 
On the time IEMS existed, was supporting with data the ISST. The 
agency is also responsible for the Big Data Program (BDP), which 
provides oversight of galaxy discovery and Big Data calculation for 
23 European universities.

DESIGNED BY NICOLAS POLLI

€ 35

MOST WERE SILENT
MORTAROTTI & HAMZEHIAN

“In Most Were Silent, the synesthesia prysm, the sensory 
phenomenon that suggests a contamination of the senses is 
used to magnify the depth of perception and to demonstrate 
that History is a process of stratification and absorption that can 
be modified through individual and collective filters. However, no 
contamination is risk proof, especially when it comes to mod-
ifying the common memory. That is exactly the strength of this 
book, besides the disquieting beauty and poetry of the photos, 
it succeeds in creating a new perspective in the narrative and 
memory of past events, without losing the main purpose of each 
narrative, which is not to retain the truth but to maintain integrity 
intact. “  [from the text by Stefano Riba]

DESIGNED BY HANS GREMMEN

€ 38
September 2018
Edition of 500
17 x 24 cm

144 Pages
Hardcover
ISBN 9788894895179

September 2018
336 pages 
21.5×30cm 

Offset printing
Edition of 600
ISBN 978-88-94895-23-0

BRAND NEW!

BRAND NEW!

YOUR BLUES
MICHAEL SCHMELLING

In 2013, the Museum of Contemporary Photography commissioned 
American photographer Michael Schmelling to make a new series 
of photographs about music in his hometown of Chicago.
Schmelling spent eighteen months immersed in the project, 
crisscrossing Chicago alone at night, making his way into 
basement shows, crowded clubs, parties, and recording studios 
(“waiting in the dark for a communal experience with strangers,” 
as he describes it), documenting both the communal culture at 
large — musicians and fans alike — and the DIY individualism 
of the characters involved. Focussing on niche and local acts in 
unconventional venues, Schmelling’s work reflects a vibrant, fluid 
crossover between the region’s music genres, a diffuse legacy 
that encompasses the blues, punk, psychedelic jazz, rap, emo, 
hardcore, and house music.

DESIGNED BY MICHAEL SCHMELLING

€ 45
September 2018
Edition of 800
20.3 x 27.7cm

168 Pages
Otabind Softcover
ISBN 9788894895148

INDEX G
CASOTTI & BRUTTI

The Gini Index is a statistical measure of inequality, also used 
to measure residential segregation. The optimism associated 
with recent declines in racial segregation in U.S. metropolitan 
areas may be dampened by new evidence of racial and ethnic 
geographic balkanization at other levels of geography (places 
& suburbs). A new macro-segregation, where the locus of racial 
differentiation resides increasingly at higher scales of geography 
(e.g. between central cities, suburban areas and fringe areas) 
rather than in neighborhood-to- neighborhood differences.
In other words ethnoracial segregation has declined at some 
levels of geography (neighborhood-to-neighborhood) while 
increasing at other spatial scales (city- to-suburb or sub-
urb-to-suburb). In St Louis, for instance, ZIP codes matter.

DESIGNED BY FIORENZA PINNA

€ 38
June 2018
Edition of 650
24x34cm

144 Pages
Paperback Softcover
ISBN 9788894895117
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May 2018
Edition of 500
168 Pages

Swiss binding
Grey cardstock cover
ISBN 9788894895131

IN QUARTA PERSONA
ERRICHIELLO & MENICHETTI

According to French philosopher Gilles Deleuze, the fourth 
person singular is the result of combining different points of view. 
Linguistically this combination takes the shape of “free indirect 
discourse” where the narrator is literally unrecognisable. A sort of 
transcendence, a linguistic paradox that finds its logic, its essence, 
in its indefinable.
During its creation, the book you’re holding has undergone 
an expressive disruption of similar value, finding its shape in 
accumulation, its time in dispersion, its idea in conflict, its 
subjectivity in the act of research itself. In History, the voice 
in which nobody speaks and which yet exists, it has found its 
narrative, its spinning compass.
A thin strip of land in the womb of the Mediterranean sea has been 
witness — victim and perpetrator — to this journey: Calabria. Case 
– study of this research, a two-man job realised between 2015 and 
2018, it is the geographic and metaphorical perimeter within which 
“In Quarta Persona” organises its visual ecosystem. 

DESIGNED BY NICOLAS POLLI

€ 38

TROPHIES 
SIMONE BERGANTINI

The work is a reflection about victory, and analyses through visual 
suggestions its two key aspects: goals and trails. I think we live in 
an era in which we represent ourself through the social network 
only as winners, so I imagined creating this great showcase of 
black and white, strange trophies, using only fragments of other 
people victories.

This second part of the work is a real fitness path I realized with an 
architecture studio: an impassable golden gym, a suitable space 
for mind training. The installation will be assembled with a series of 
gold-coated - 24K - brass sculptures/links, retrieving shapes and 
materials from the visually-emptied trophies. 

DESIGNED BY DAVIDE&GOLIA

€ 35
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Hardcover
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Edition of 800

24 Pages
13 plates
ISBN 9788894895018

LATE 2017

PRISM INTERIORS
PIERO PERCOCO

Piero does not enjoy talking about himself, he doesn’t like writing, 
he gets nervous just thinking about it, he says he doesn’t manage.
He is just interested in taking pictures, and I understand him, that 
is why I will try to describe him. Anyways, there is no need to resort 
to poetry to contextualise his work. It is enough for you to scroll 
infinitely on his instagram @therainbow_is_underestimated,
without a further a do.

EDITED AND DESIGNED
BY JASON FULFORD

€ 35

July 2018
Edition of 500
16 x 21 cm

64 pages +16 hidden track
Hardcover foil printing
ISBN 9788894895100

NEW 2018

VERUM IPSUM FACTUM
GUIDO GUIDI

Here, as with the Brion tomb, Guidi has portrayed the varia-
tions produced by the light of different times of day and at 
different months of the year, and the moving complement 
that the shadows add to each aspect of the architectural 
work, projecting altered geometries onto the ground.

“I have photographed very often the same subjects both 
in colour and in black and white. First of all in order to see 
what happens in both cases, how things get transformed 
once they have been photographed.
Walker Evans said that many times he used to photograph 
without knowing what he was doing. It’s at a later moment, 
when I look at the printed photographs, that I realize 
having done something necessary.
Some days ago I was reading an essay by Umberto Eco, 
in which he explained that people who spend so much 
time taking photographs stop looking at things themselves, 
and how he quit taking photographs for that reason. In my 
opinion, on the contrary, it is actually by photographing, 
or even drawing, that you can develop your sight. To me, 
photographing is the exercise of looking at something more 
carefully. 

DESIGNED BY LEONARDO SONNOLI

€ 35
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BILLIE
OFER WOLBERGER

Comprised exclusively of half-frame 
35mm photographs, Billie utilizes 
sequence, progression and repetition to 
focus its gaze towards a single subject.
Presented within a matter-of-fact layout 
and spare design, the images appear 
as grainy documents while exploring the 
collision of portraiture, identity, authorship 
and cinematic fiction.

DESIGNED BY COMMON NAME

September 2017, Edition of 600
3 COVERS
12x17,5 cm / 256 Pages
Softcover

€ 20

LAND OF BLACK MILK
STEFANIE MOSHAMMER

“Rio de Janeiro is not so much one city 
as different worlds. Multiplied realities 
of one place and the space in between.
A two-ness, two warring ideals in one 
body with an inherently split personality.
The two-ness of a land, vulnerable and 
powerful at the same time.” 

Stefanie Moshammer

DESIGNED BY FEDERICO 
CARPANI

September 2017, Edition of 350
21.4x32cm, 112 Pages
French fold dust cover

€ 35

MATHEMATICS
PETER FRASER

This is an unusual series of photographs.
Peter Fraser has shot them in many coun-
tries and his motifs could hardly be more 
varied. Only the theme of mathematics, 
as the photographer has understood it, 
could have brought these pictures together. 
And what of the enigmatic portraits that 
punctuate the series? 

DESIGNED BY FEDERICO CARPANI

TEXTS BY MARK DURDEN AND
DAVID CAMPANY

May 2017, Edition of 750
24,5x31 cm, 76 Pages
Hardcover

€ 40

LIMITED EDITION 
GENERAL VIEW
THOMAS ALBDORF

“General View“ investigates conceptions 
of a new reality that continuously departs 
from the indexical referent towards an ev-
er-changing rendering of a world that is yet 
still routed in the photographic image.
Inspired by photographs of Yosemite 
National Park – one of the most intensely 
mediated nature sites on earth, the series 
toys with the question regarding the neces-
sity of traveling to a place that has been 
photographed innumerable times, the need 
to record additional photographs.

DESIGN BY ALBDORF & MONTELLI

May 2017, Edition of 15
Books size 21x28 cm / 128 Pages
FRAMED BOOX AND 1 PRINT

€ 190

SANTA BARBARA
SHAME ON US
ALEJANDRO CARTAGENA

After “SANTA BARBARA RETURN JOBS BACK 
TO US” the second chapter by Alejandro 
Cartagena on the US is a more tragically 
constructed visual landscape.
The current state of things in “America” 
has created a greater divide and contrast 
socially and especially politically. As such, 
the book carefully suggests and addresses 
these issues that need no literal explanation 
but an almost theatrical approach to feel 
the surface and see the inside of the 
decline of an empire.

DESIGNED BY MILO MONTELLI 

July 2017 Edition of 500
23×34cm / 112 Pages
Hotfoil Velvet Softcover

€45 

EGGS AND ASPARAGUS
MARCELLO GALVANI

The most fascinating thing about photography 
is to see how the world can be transformed 
by the camera, and the delight is even deeper 
when what is photographed is something 
familiar, something just around the corner.
Ultimately, this has less to do with the 
city than with the eyes and mind of the 
photographer. It is not a document of the 
place, at least not in the first instance: it’s 
more a diary, a memory box, where important 
meanings are «not public and general, but 
private and esoteric» 

Veronica Lanconelli

DESIGNED BY FILIPPO NOSTRI

May 2017, Edition of 500
28.5x24 cm, 96 Pages
Linen Hardcover

€ 40

A FAILED ENTERTAINMENT
ALESSANDRO CALABRESE

“As a color-film photographer I have always 
held with the concept of authorship, 
approaching reality in a straight way. 
Intrigued by the potential of the Reverse 
Image Search powered by Google, I got 
interested in whether and how the digital 
visual patrimony, boundless and democrat-
ic, could fit within a similar attitude.” 

Alessandro Calabrese

DESIGNED BY FEDERICO BARBON

TEXT BY TACO HIDDE BAKKER
INTERVIEW BY FRANCESCO ZANOT

May 2017, Edition of 500
24x33 cm, 84 Pages, Softcover

€ 25

1995-2002 MEMORY
CARPANI & VERILLI

After editing a selection of photographs 
from Cecilia’s countless family albums, the 
authors turned the mtaterial into a find-
the-pair game.
Appealing both to children, vernacular 
photography enthusiasts, and everyone in 
between, the game works on two levels, 
combining the simplicity of looking at im-
ages with the complexity of their meaning 
as a memory.

DESIGNED BY FEDERICO CARPANI

TEXT BY ERIK KESSELS

January 2017,Edition of 250 copies
Box with 70 pairs /140 cards

€ 15

THE FIRST DAY
OF GOOD WEATHER
VITTORIO MORTAROTTI

My brother died in a car accident in 1999. 
His last girlfriend, Kaori, was Japanese. She 
kept on writing and sending photos for months 
after the accident. The search for Kaori led me 
to Fukushima and the tsunami area, working 
as a pretext to look for stories of loss and 
reconstruction across Japan

Vittorio Mortarotti

DESIGNED BY MONTELLI & MORTAROTTI

November 2015, Edition of 500
24.5x31cm, 80+8 Pages
Double Flexicover

€ 35
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TRAVEL WITHOUT MOVING
FEDERICO CIAMEI

“Take this Book and cause it to be read to you. 
For ye shall find therein all kind of wonderful 
things according to the description of this 
traveller, as he saw with his own eyes. Some 
things indeed there be therein which he beheld 
not; but these he heard from men of credit and 
veracity. And we shall set down things seen as 
seen, and things heard as heard only, so that 
no jot of falsehood may mar the truth of our 
Book, and that all who shall read it or hear it 
may put full faith in the truth of all its contents.”

Marco Polo (1298 circa)

DESIGNED BY ALBERTO MOREU
 
May 2016, Edition of 350
21×27cm, 72 Pages
Hotfoil Softcover with Pages Cover-Insert

€ 45

DIARY OF AN ITALIAN
BORDERWORKER
FABRIZIO ALBERTINI

Diary of an Italian Borderworker is a 
story that wends through the streets as 
traversed by a border-worker.
A passage that describes the relationship 
between territory and working reality, 
beyond a merely occupational context. It’s 
a journey that imparts the sensations of 
a foreign, adjacent landscape. A micro-re-
ality told in point-form, in nuances, where 
every shot is taken in close proximity to 
the asphalt. 

DESIGNED BY TERESA PIARDI

November 2016, Edition of 500,
20.6x33 cm, 60 pages,

€ 25

ALIQUAL
MASSIMO MASTRORILLO

aliqualaliqualaliqualaliqualaliqualali-
qualaliqualaliqualaliqualaliqual
aliqualaliqualaliqualaliqualaliualaliqualali-
qualaliqualaliqualaliqualaliqual
there is a very simple game that consists 
of repeating a word again and again until 
its meaning breaks down and becomes 
something mysterious that disorientates 
us and gives us the opportunity to im-
agine a world that has suddenly become 
something else.

DEIGNED BY 3/3

November 2015, Edition of 700
28×19.7cm, 128 Pages
Flexicover on Buckram

€ 35

1X8
VARIOUS AUTHORS

1x8 is an Artist magazine featuring the work 
of 8 artists we love:

MICHELE TAGLIAFERRI
LIEKO SHIGA
BERNARDITA MORELLO
GREGORY HALPERN
MARTEN LANGE
MIREN PASTOR
RICARDO CASES
GO ITAMI

DESIGNED BY TERESA PIARDI
TEXT BY LEONARDO TAGLIAFERRI

May 2016, Edition of 500
Leporello, 16 pages

€ 8

U CANT TOUCH THIS
TILO&TONI

The idea of the book is a pictorial story 
which only consists of one narrative hook.
Seizing the idea of a record getting caught, 
the introduction is being looped repeatedly 
without continuing the story with regards 
to content.
Once upon a time there was a woman 
STOP! Once upon a time there was a 
woman STOP! And again!
The differences unfold in the individual 
chapters and thus the dramatic composition 
of the whole piece.

September 2016, Edition of 500,
27×36cm, 40 Pages, Softcover

DESIGNED BY TILO&TONI
AND LEONIE HENNICKE

€ 19

LIMITED EDITION
WOLFGANG
DAVID FATHI

Using the photographic archives of the 
CERN laboratory Fathi has manipulated 
and recontextualized images to tell the 
strange tale of the Pauli Effect; the myth 
that Wolfgang Pauli, one of the founders 
of quantum mechanics, would just by his 
presence cause unexplainable failures of 
equipment and experiments. The tension 
and humor arise from the playful games the 
reader must take part in, to separate myth 
from reality.

DESIGNED BY RAMON PEZ

Inside a beautiful case a copy of the 
book with a signed and numbered print 
16x16cm. You can choose among 2
different pictures.

€ 140

EDEN
MORTAROTTI & AMSHAHAIN

…] As a kind of visual poetry (fixed and in 
motion) and with subtle reminiscences of 
refugees and displaced people around the 
world –and while questioning the viewer– 
Hamzehian and Mortarotti portray these 
inhabitants of the borders (and all their 
polysemic meanings) and in doing so place 
a current, sensitive and courageous topic in 
the horizons of contemporary art. 

September 2016, Edition of 500, 
26.7×33cm, 64 Pages
PVC Softcover

DESIGNED BY PAOLO BERRA

€ 30

APPARITIONS
GUSTAVO SAGORSKY

The best photographs capture the 
photographer’s experience of the moment 
and impart the feeling of that experience to 
the viewer, all the while building meaning 
before every new set of eyes. The interpre-
tation of the moment, and of the meaning 
behind an image, is an ever-developing 
relationship between photographer and 
viewer. The photographic act of granting 
significance to moments both great and 
small is a search not only for meaning, but 
also for spiritual sustenance found in the 
everyday, seen anew.

September 2015
17×24 cm, 96 pages
Hot foil embossed Hardcover

DESIGNED BY MILO MONTELLI

€ 25

LIMITED EDITION 
SANTA BARBARA
RETURN JOBS BACK TO US
ALEJANDRO CARTANGENA

Many of the photographs in this book 
are not “about” anything per se, but their 
tone, seen together, leaves little mystery. 
Alejandro’s “America,” seen through the 
lens of “Santa Barbara,” is a place hanging 
on by a thread. 

Jonathan Blaustein

DESIGNED BY MILO MONTELLI 

A copy of the book with 2 signed 
and numbered c-prints.

May 2016, Edition of 500
23×34cm, 112 Pages, 
Hotfoil Velvet Softcover

€ 400
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